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DDR STATEMENT

The PhD project is categorized as a monograph and developed following a Research
through Design (RtD) methodology, which is comprised of a combination of the
following approaches.
- A bottom up and fieldwork approach: A collection of raw data outside the laboratory,
library or workplace based on direct observation and notation of 19 built works located
in Copenhagen. Not having found HCH´s personal information added to the author´s
believe on the capacity of the built works to reveal data motivate this approach.
- A phenomenological and empiric approach: Integration of an unstructured notation
of the works, on-site, succeeded by a rather structured study of gathered information,
off-site. In parallel, the empiric mode has implied some physical measurements and
examination of technical drawings and specifications from the construction archive
in Copenhagen (Byggesagsarkiv) and the Municipality´s archive (Københavns
Stadsarkiv) and library research, based on local magazines and newspapers.
- A programmatic and experimental approach: It is a way of framing a research project
based on experiments that should talk back to the program and the other way around,
a more precise program should enable more focused experiments. The dialogue
between program and experiments should assist to phrase the research questions.
- A designerly approach: The investigation is most based on the act of making as an
alternative to the act of writing. Two dimensional tools and artefacts -drawing and
photo based- are applied to dissect and display the works in a final unfoldable book.
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ABSTRACT

The PhD project is a monograph on the built works of Hans Christian Hansen (HCH
1901-1978) who was a project leader at the office of the City Architect in Copenhagen
between the late 1930’s and early 1970’s within the context of the Danish Welfare
State. The purpose of the project is 1) to provide knowledge of a little known Danish
architect and body of work, which is material and tectonic-wise extraordinarily
rich, and quite unusual in its geographical historical and cultural context 2) and to
situate HCH´s works within a tectonic discussion from a practice-based and bottomup approach. The PhD is developed following a Research through Design (RtD)
methodology, in which drawing and photo artefacts are supposed to expand on the
overall knowledge of the project. Although methodologies differ according to each
experiment from a general perspective the investigation starts out at the building site,
rather than the archive.

▲
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Faults, tectonic juxtapositions, is one of the artefacts of the PhD project The
works of the Danish architect Hans Christian Hansen (HCH 1901-1978), Tectonic
Matters. HCH was a project leader at the office of the City architect in
Copenhagen between the late 1930´s and the early 1970´s was responsible of
developing different public works which are material and tectonic-wise
extraordinarily rich, and quite unusual in its geographical historical and cultural
context. In difference to the two previous experiments -Cuts1 and Crops2-, Faults
is merely seen as a demonstrative experiment3. It doesn’t provide with new
insights, but integrates and exhibits some of the observations from the two first
experiments. Through the act of juxtaposition4 two photos, as translations5 of the
built works, aim at revealing continuities and discontinuities among materials,
material formats, building elements, rhythms, orders, dimensions, colors, …
The title Faults expands from the original geological and tectonic meaning of a
fault seen as a planar fracture or discontinuity in a volume of rock across which
there has been significant displacement as a result of rock-mass movement6.
Furthermore, a fault trace or fault line is a place where the fault can be seen or
mapped on the surface and it is also the line commonly plotted on geologic
maps to represent a fault7. This real and abstract line of a fault zone has
motivated the making and the specific layout of a series of juxtapositions, in
which alignments (continuities) and fractures (discontinuities) between the two
photos (works) become explicit alongside the line.
What the previous experiments Crops and Cuts point at is that HCH´s initial works
are built of monolithic facades, while middle and late works are constructed
with different intertwined layers. Skins are comprised of three different layers: 1)
A rather common inner surface that basically responds to the demands of the
program and specific rooms, 2) an outer surface which is rather detached to the
particularities of each room, often presented as an endless abstract plane
made out of variations of the same motif and 3) the in-between mass, usually
corresponding to the structure that is either totally concealed or partly
manifested in the inner and/ or outer layer. This generic description -obviously
today not limited to HCH´s facades, however rather singular in its contemporary
context- should provide the viewer with a common background and point of
departure to look at Faults.

solutions. For example, two distinct façade compositions might hide equivalent
construction solutions and two joining details constructed with different materials
might be embedded in approximate façade compositions; 3) different façade
expressions might be comprised of almost equal architecture elements as
windows, doors, drains, railings … and 4) two alike facades with different
detailing might disclose a major construction difference beneath. Examples of
revealing details can be found in perns, joints, fixings, thresholds, textures/
patinas… The previous aspects are only a few examples of how to read Faults,
however other propositions could be found and sometimes more than one
attribute might overlap in one juxtaposition.
Intentionally, Faults leaves it open for the viewer to discern how the two photos
are alike or different in order to open up a tectonic discussion about the built
works or fragments in reference. Most readers, from outside the discipline, would
probably agree that photos share certain common features and a rather unique
expression. While, specialized readers would reach farther by questioning the
underlying meaning of the juxtaposition. Even though the viewer wouldn´t know
about the other artefacts, Crops and Cuts, however certain ambiguities
naturally present in faults might be enough to raise a tectonic dialogue.
Pairs of photos have been adjusted in order to match with each other as if they
were merged into one image. The process of Faults starts by detecting two
comparable works. As the author of the artefact, its the development obviously
requires the knowledge acquired in the two previous artefacts, Cuts and Crops.
First, it is relevant to find 1) similar expressions of works covering different building
solutions and the other way around, 2) distinct expressions concealing alike
building solutions. In general, it is known that by finding close similarities (in this
case regarding expression, but also hidden construction/ structure matters)
between the two parts the contrast becomes more apparent. Second, the two
photos are digitally manipulated in terms of frame, focus point, perspective and
proportion (only in some cases when it is not relevant for the comparison of the
two works, on the contrary it benefits its interpretation). Even though the number
of Faults is not finite to the 23 juxtapositions, as it is now, however, this amount is
adequate to illustrate some features learned in the previous artefacts.

The act of juxtaposing two photos aims at reaching beyond comparison by extra
emphasizing that 1) what seems similar might conceal distinct construction/
structure solutions. For example a wooden vs. a steel red and white painted
staircase; 2) what looks distinct might cover similar construction/ structure
A series of cuts (horizontal and vertical) through the facades conducted by employing a digital
orthographic drawing tool reveal matters and emphasize relations comprised on the outer layer, the inbetween mass and the inside surface of the facades. A common scale (1/20) enables comparison among
drawings.
2 Photos of material fragments of the works relate to 1) the properties and expression of a specific material
format and 2) its position and function within the whole entity. Materials have been captured through
photography and classified into the following 5 main typologies: brick, wood, concrete, eternit and metal
and put together into small booklets which enable a material reading throughout HCH´s works..
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Bertolotti, Tommaso (2014): >Generative and Demonstrative experiments<, in Model-Based Reasoning in
Science and Technology.
4 ‘The juxtaposition of two contrasting objects, images or ideas is the fact that they are placed together, so
that the differences between them are emphasized’. (collinsdictionary.com).
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7 Ibid
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